
Fiori ReversibleEquipment Has HP2X Anticipating Future
A switchyard expansion job for a utility

customer required at least a year-and-a-half
commitment working around difficult job
site limitations. Complicating factors in-
cluding energized high-power overhead
electrics, OSHA clearance requirements and
narrow access to the work area left little
room for machinery.
Jason Lapp, HP2X Construction project

manager and estimator, said his crews will
often use skid steers or rent cement buggies
to move material and cement at confined job
sites like those described. Since moving ma-
terial that way on this job would take way
too much time, they went looking for larger
volume site dumpers.
Enter in the Fiori D40 Dumper
Soon they discovered the Fiori product

line of equipment. 
Harvey Pelley, HP2X vice president and

co-owner, said he knew immediately that the Fiori D40
dumper was perfect for this job. It is the smallest dumper in
the Fiori line: a 4WD, diesel-powered dumper with an artic-
ulated body. It has an 8,818-lb. loading capacity, yet at its
broadest point is just 7.8 ft. wide. 
Other brands offered site dumpers with similar features,

such as a 180-degree pan rotation that enables an operator to
dump to the left or right of the vehicle, as well as straight off
the end. 
None, however, offer reversibility. An enclosed, climate-

controlled cab is only available as an option on their models
at extra cost. These are both standard features in the Fiori
product line. 
The cab was an especially attractive feature for HP2X. 
“We work in Ohio,” Pelley said. “Winters can be harsh

here, especially driving around in an open vehicle at 20 de-
grees.”
Pelley promptly purchased a D40 from Dominion Equip-

ment Parts. Dominion introduced the Fiori line to North
America in 2016. Headquartered in Richmond, Va., and per-
haps better known as a manufacturer and distributor of rubber
tracks, Dominion provides sales, service and product support
from seven regional locations in addition to its Richmond
headquarters — including one in Cincinnati, Ohio, not far
from HP2X’s facilities in Cleves.
Reversibility Enhances Safety, Lowers Cost
The most distinctive feature of a Fiori site dumper is its re-

versibility. The entire operating station inside the cab pivots,
allowing the driver to swing the seat and controls around to
face the direction of travel. 
In a sense, the operator is always driving “forward” while

traveling to and from the loading and dumping points. 
Its reversibility has been well received for how it enhances

worksite safety. Lapp said many of HP2X’s customers require
a spotter, or a “backer,” whenever an operator backs up a rig.
The unit’s reversibility means they don’t need one. 
“And that means you’re not paying for two people to op-

erate a machine, one just standing there for eight hours watch-
ing,” he said.
The D40 dramatically improved HP2X’s operational effi-

ciency so that within two weeks they bought a second one. 
“I think at that point we already had the largest Fiori fleet

in all of North America,” Pelley said.

Using their reversible site dumpers, HP2X finished the job
two weeks ahead of schedule.

Self-loading, Automated Mixer
Then HP2X invested in a DB460 concrete batch vehicle. 
It is a 4WD self-loading cement mixer system with four-

wheel steering and a drum that can be oriented anywhere
along a 240-degree arc. Like the Fiori site-dumpers, it features
reversibility of travel.  
Although the DB460 bucket makes it easy to manually load

cement by the bag, they also purchased a mobile horizontal
cement silo, increasing operational efficiency for bigger jobs. 
“The mixer system is like having a mobile batch plant at a

fraction of the cost of building, operating and maintaining its
own,” Pelley said. “The cost just to build a plant could run at
least a half million dollars.” He ballparked cement trucks at a
quarter million each. 
Jobs that HP2X can use its Fiori mixer system eliminate

the need for a batch plant, cement trucks and transfer vehicles
altogether. HP2X can make up the exact batch size needed
for a specified mix design right at the job site, complete with
a printed batch ticket. It also means they don’t have to work
around a plant’s operating hours. Work can be done at night
if a job calls for it. 
The ability to adjust batch size saves HP2X money by re-

ducing waste, and there are no partial batch fees. Plus, they
can make up their batches at a significantly lower cost per
yard than they can order them delivered. 
To put it another way, HP2X can now pay itself to mix and

deliver cement for every yard it pours. The savings represent
a competitive advantage for bidding jobs.

Automated Precision
HP2X put the system to work on its first job, making up

precast work for a soldier pile and lagging job in its own yard. 
Mixing is an automated process. “Get your mix dialed in,”

Lapp said, “and it’s all push-button after that.” Once HP2X
has a mix fine-tuned, it’s added to the onboard computer’s
memory. From that point on, the operator simply selects it
from the menu of stored mix designs and inputs a batch size. 
The system electronically controls the rest, ensuring repeat-

able consistency for any given mix design batch after batch,
even after switching from one mix design to another and back.
That’s handy, Lapp said, for projects requiring 3,000 psi ce-

ment for one batch and one-day or three-day,
4,000 psi cement for another or different
slumps within a given mix design. 
To begin, the operator uses the rig’s inte-

grated loading bucket to scoop up aggregate
from the pile. Raised above the drum open-
ing, the bucket functions as a hopper, its bot-
tom hatch controlled by the operator. When
the weight of material in the final bucket
load exceeds what is required for that batch,
“The computer tells the operator to shake a
little out,” Lapp said. A tip-off function lets
the operator empty out the bucket to the cor-
rect amount.
Aggregate now loaded, the operator

drives to the sand pile and repeats the
process. At the cement silo, the mixer and
silo communicate wirelessly as the DB460
bucket fills up the required amount of pow-
der. 
Next, the mixer adds water from its on-

board water supply. The system factors in moisture already
present in the aggregate to get the proper mix. Admixtures, if
needed, are stored in the rig’s admixture tanks. Their flow is
also electronically metered and controlled. 

Versatility of Reversible Equipment 
Lapp said the equipment is perfect for their operations, but

he sees endless possibilities for these machines in a wide va-
riety of applications. 
“I can see them being used on construction projects and in

bridge work. You can pour thrust blocks, tie-ins and floors in
buildings. I can even see them being used by pool companies
and for making concrete statues.”
The D100 dumper would be especially useful for padding

ditches or backfilling a pipeline trench, Lapp said. “Water
lines, gas lines, sewers — pour fill from the side or straddle
the trench, and then the driver just swings around to face the
other way, driving out the same way they drove in.” 
Reversibility has another benefit he hadn’t considered: “It

extends tire life,” Lapp said. Rolling in a straight line over
abrasive materials like rock fill is easier on tires than repeat-
edly making hard turns on them.

HP2X Encouraged to 
Become Authorized Fiori Dealer 

Pelley said he and his wife, Jill Pelley, president and ma-
jority owner of HP2X Construction, believe so strongly in the
reversible equipment that they founded a sister company in
2018 to sell them. 
HP2X Equipment is an authorized Fiori dealership, making

its product line available to other contractors and offering full-
service sales, financing, technical support, training and con-
sultation. 
“That we use them in our own construction business makes

us a unique kind of dealer,” Lapp said. HP2X Equipment of-
fers much more than sales and product support. They are ap-
plication experts who know the capabilities of these machines
firsthand and are fellow contractors interested in forming
long-term relationships. 
Although the Fiori brand is still unknown to many in the

industry, Pelley believes it to be a wave about to sweep
through the North American market. HP2X Equipment is
now positioned to help the local industry get out in front of it
— never having to look back over its shoulder. 

HP2X Construction believes the next wave of machines for confined workspace jobs are pur-
pose-built designs, like Fiori self-loading mixing systems and articulated site dumpers.

HP2X Construction and HP2X Equipment are sister companies based in
Cleves, Ohio, serving the Cincinnati area, Indiana and Kentucky.
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Reversibility enhances safety and elim-
inates the cost of another laborer to
act as a spotter while backing up a rig.

Features such as three-way dumping, direc-
tional reversibility and climate-controlled
cabs make it easy for a site dumper to reach
hard-to-access areas with obstructions.


